Organic Potato Day 2019 - Pre-Order
Saturday 2 February, 10am - 2pm. KSCC, Abbey End Car Park, Kenilworth CV8 1QJ
Admission free, refreshments available.
Please use this form to pre-order your seed potatoes for collection on the day
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First Early

Casablanca
Available to harvest in about 8-9 weeks. Chefs and cooks will love the versatility of the potato
Casablanca. Good for all uses from boiling and chipping to mash and roasting.
Colleen
Fast growing to harvest June/July. An all rounder – good in the kitchen and good in the
ground. High disease and pest resistance give this white tuber a high yield and good appeal to
all growers looking for a bountiful early harvest.
Maris Bard
A cream skinned and white fleshed oval tuber, producing a medium waxy potato which holds
its shape, making it good for boiling and chipping, and a delight in salads. Fast growing and
high yielding, with a plant of berries and violet flowers.

Second Early

Bambino
Short oval tuber with white skin and cream flesh, great salad variety. Lovely salad potatoes
with a smooth light waxy texture. Great organic grower due to high blight, scab and blackleg
resistance.
Charlotte
Known to be larger than most salad potatoes the Charlotte is a long oval tuber which is
commonly boiled by chefs although roasts well too. It grows well in rich soils and has a healthy
flowering plant with good tuber resistance to blackleg.

Early Main

Maris Peer
A mid sized potato with good disease resistance which can be grown easily in a shady spot in
the garden or container. In the kitchen cooks like its versatility of being good boiled and eaten
hot or cold or even cooked as wedges.
Ambo
A good looking predominantly white skinned tuber with patches of pink colour. Popular with
growers for its good blight and scab resistance the plant produces a high yield of floury
potatoes which can be boiled or baked.
Orla
A great plant and product loved by many for good reason. Large white tubers of high blight
and scab resistance which can be harvested early or left to bulk up. In the kitchen they can be
used for most cooking methods – from baking and mashing to chips, boiling and roasting.
Cara
Gardeners love Cara for its high levels of resistance to drought, blight, common scab and
viruses. One of the best hardy growers, the tubers are white and round with shallow pink eyes.
In the kitchen they are good for baking and chipping.

Maincrop

Desiree
Large oval tubers which bulk up early combined with high yields make this a small growers
favourite. Reasonable resistance to viruses and blight too. In the kitchen cooks love them – pink
skinned with firm yellow flesh they are one of the most versatile potatoes in the pantry.
Record
Rough yellow skin covers this often mis-shapen oval tuber with yellow mealy flesh. Welcomed
by growers for its blight resistance it is favored in the kitchen for chipping and roasting mainly
but can be boiled and baked too.
Robinta
Maincrop red skin variety with smooth oval consistent tubers. One of the leading red varieties in
the organic market due to its blight resistance and good cooking qualities. Produces good crop
of red skinned, cream flesh potatoes ideal for salads and boiling.
Setanta
Another red tuber which doesn't suffer blight easily making it ideal for organic and allotment
growing whilst still appealing to large growers for high resistance to blight and blackleg. In the
kitchen there are few more versatile, good for baking, boiling roasting, chipping and mash.
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Please email your order to ross@heog.org.uk - or return this form to
Heart of England Organic Group, 6 Waverley Road, Kenilworth, CV8 1JN
Tel. 01926 852135 / 07788 300179
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